Abstract-In this paper, a simple phenomenological technique is used to isolate the hole-trapping and interface trap generation components during negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) stress in plasma nitrided oxide (PNO) p-MOSFETs. This isolation methodology reconciles the apparent differences between experimentally measured NBTI power-law time exponents obtained by ultrafast on-the-fly I DLIN method, which are the ones obtained using slightly delayed but very long-time measurements, and the corresponding exponents predicted by the reaction-diffusion model. A systematic validation of the isolation technique is provided through degradation data taken over a broad range of operating conditions and a wide variety of PNO processes, to establish the robustness and uniqueness of the separation procedure.
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I. INTRODUCTION N EGATIVE BIAS temperature instability (NBTI) is a serious reliability concern for Si oxynitride (SiON) p-MOSFETs [1] - [12] . In spite of extensive research during the last few years, there are still debates regarding the nature, magnitude, and physical mechanisms of time evolution, oxide field (E OX ) dependence, and temperature (T ) activation of NBTI. It is now well accepted by most researchers that NBTI degradation measured at moderate to long stress time 1 follows power-law time dependence (t n ), although there is disagreement regarding the value of the measured time exponent (n). It has been shown that n, obtained using conventional stress-measure-stress (SMS) method (particularly at relatively small or moderate range of stress time), is higher than the "true" value due to recovery related artifacts [4] , [5] , [13] , [14] . To avoid measurement delay and obtain "recovery free" NBTI degradation from very short (approximately microsec- onds) to moderately long measurement time, an ultrafast onthe-fly (UF-OTF) I DLIN method has been proposed [8] and used [10] to determine NBTI degradation of SiON p-MOSFETs having different nitridation types, thicknesses, and nitrogen (N) densities. It has been shown that long-time n reduces with a reduction in time-zero (t 0 ) delay 2 of OTF measurement and saturates to its final value for t 0 ≤ 10 μs. It has been shown that N density at the Si/SiON interface [controlled by nitridation type-plasma or thermal, N dose, starting base oxide thickness, and postnitridation anneal (PNA)] strongly influences n, although a measured n value remains independent of stress E OX and T [10] . However, the value of n [∼0.12 for plasma nitrided oxide (PNO) processes, resulting in low Si/SiON N density that reduces further at higher N density] obtained using UF-OTF is always lower than the value (n ∼ 0.16) 3 obtained by very long-time measurements (albeit with slightly higher delay, although the recovery is expected to have minimal impact at very long stress time) [11] , [12] , [15] . The T independence of long-time n suggests Arrhenius-like T activation [1] , [5] , [7] , and an earlier report of n as a linear function of T [17] has been shown to be an artifact of measurement delay [5] . The activation energy (E A ) measured at a fixed stress time also shows strong process dependence, with E A ∼ 0.08 eV for PNO processes resulting in low Si/SiON N density that reduces further at higher N density [10] . The E OX independence of long-time n suggests the absence of bulk-trap generation (in the range of stress biases used for acceleration) [9] , [18] , and an inversion-layer hole initiated E OX assisted model has been proposed to model the E OX dependence of NBTI [11] , [19] . The exponential dependence 4 of NBTI degradation on E OX is predicted by the model, and the E OX dependent slope (Γ) shows strong process dependence, with Γ ∼ 0.6 cm/MV for PNO processes resulting in low Si/SiON N density that reduces further at higher N density [10] .
There is also an intense debate whether NBTI is due to interface trap generation (ΔN IT ) [4] , [5] , [17] , [20] or hole 2 The time delay between gate voltage reaching stress level and the corresponding peak drain current being measured at the initial stage of OTF measurement [8] . 3 Data measured at Texas Instruments [11] , TSMC [12] , and Freescale Semiconductors [15] show this trend, although data from ST Microelectronics [16] show much higher value of n ∼ 0.25. This paper would assume n ∼ 0.16 as the long term value. 4 Power-law E OX dependence has also been proposed by performing measurements over a wide range of stress biases [12] . The time exponent n has been found to increase particularly at higher stress biases due to the generation of bulk oxide traps [9] . Hence, the entire stress period used in [12] cannot be associated to the acceleration of only the defects responsible for NBTI.
0018-9383/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE trapping (ΔN h ) in preexisting bulk SiON traps [2] , [21] , [22] . A recent "consensus" among different researchers appears that both ΔN IT and ΔN h take place during NBTI stress; while the latter "dominates" at very early stress time, shows weak T dependence, and saturates quickly, the former is a relatively slower but strongly T activated process that builds up in time and "rides above" ΔN h to eventually cause device failure [3] , [6] - [10] , [16] - [23] . Once again, the relative contribution of ΔN IT and ΔN h to overall NBTI is qualitatively shown to be strongly dependent on SiON process [7] - [10] , and ΔN h effect is mostly observed when NBTI is measured by UF-SMS [2] or UF-OTF [8] , [10] , or to some extent by conventional OTF techniques [7] , [9] . The presence of ΔN h (more for films with high Si/SiON N density) in addition to ΔN IT reduces the time and T dependence of overall NBTI [3] , [6] , [7] , [10] . The separation of ΔN IT and ΔN h (see [3] , [6] , [16] , [24] , and [25] for recent attempts) is important for the extrapolation of stress data to end of life for the estimation of device lifetime. 5 In this paper, a simple method is proposed to isolate the ΔN IT and ΔN h component of overall NBTI degradation in PNO p-MOSFETs treated with proper two-step PNA. 6 It is shown that, once ΔN h has been subtracted out from the overall NBTI degradation, the time and T dependence of the extracted ΔN IT part (for longer stress time) are fully consistent with the simple version of reaction-diffusion (R-D) model with nondispersive molecular H 2 diffusion [19] , [29] . This is verified in devices having a wide range of thicknesses (EOT of 1.2-2.2 nm) and N content (N atomic of 16%-42%) which justifies the robustness of the isolation scheme and underlying physical mechanism.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
NBTI is measured on p-MOSFETs (W/L = 15/0.16 μm) using UF-OTF I DLIN technique with 1-μs resolution [8] . The measured I DLIN degradation is expressed as
, where I DLIN0 is the drain current measured within 1 μs after the application of stress, V GSTRESS is the applied stress bias, and V T 0 is the prestress V T . Note that ΔV T obtained by the aforementioned equation is proportional to but different from ΔV T that is typically obtained using transfer I-V sweeps for SMS method, as mobility correction 7 is not considered [30] . CV measurements followed by quantum mechanical corrections and XPS were used to estimate EOT and atomic N% of these devices, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the measured ΔV T transients from short to moderately long stress time at two different stress T 's, but identical stress E OX 's, on devices having identical starting base oxide thicknesses (20 Å) but different N% values and EOTs due to the difference in PNO N doses. Although not observed for low N%, devices having higher N% show very large short-time (in submilliseconds) degradation; the amount of this rapid short-time degradation increases with an increase in N%. The overall degradation also increases with an increase in N% as expected. Furthermore, while the low N% device shows clear T dependence for the entire stress duration, higher N% devices show lower or negligible T dependence at shorter stress duration and lower T activation at longer stress duration. Note that the increase in the overall degradation as N% is increased can be largely attributed to the appearance of this short-time weak T dependent degradation. Fig. 2 shows the measured power-law exponents for long stress time (t ≥ 10 s) as a function of stress E OX and T for the devices used in Fig. 1 . Note that n remains constant (within experimental scatter due to noise in I DLIN0 ) in the range of E OX and T used, although it reduces with an increase in N%. Similar results were presented in much greater detail in [10] , where the observed increase in short-time weak T dependent degradation (for certain SiON processes) is always associated with reduction in long-time n. It was concluded that an increase in N density at Si/SiON interface (at higher PNO dose 8 ) is responsible for the observed behavior. It is proposed that the short-time very high, but weak, T dependent degradation, observed for devices having high N%, is due to ΔN h [2] , [3] , [6] - [10] , while degradation at longer stress time is due to ΔN IT , as ΔN h is likely to saturate at a time of much less than 1 s for the thickness of films used in this study [3] , [6] , [7] . The ΔN IT and ΔN h components will be separated using the method described as follows.
The following are assumed: 1) the measured ΔV T for all PNO samples consists of ΔV IT (= q.ΔN IT /CET , CET being capacitance equivalent thickness) and ΔV h (= q.ΔN h /CET ), although their magnitude and relative dominance are determined by N density and thickness of the gate insulator; 2) the ΔV h part saturates in less than 1 s for such thin insulators [3] , [6] , [7] , and hence, its contribution to overall ΔV T is constant for longer (t > 1 s) stress time; and 3) the ΔV IT part at longer stress time (equals the overall measured ΔV T less constant ΔV h component) follows power-law dependence with n = 0.16, as observed by very long-time measurements [11] , [12] , [15] and also as predicted by a simple solution of R-D model with H 2 diffusion [29] . 9 Note that the procedure is different from [3] , [6] , and [16] , where such separation was performed by assuming a long-time exponent of n = 0.25 (which is not consistent with E A of the extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h components, as discussed later). This is also different from [24] , where the degradation obtained at a stress time of 1 s (assumed on an ad hoc basis to be due to ΔV h only) is subtracted from the overall ΔV T to find ΔV IT . Finally, the method is also different from [25] , where degradations at different measurement delays were subtracted from each other to find out ΔV h , with the assumption of no ΔV IT recovery in the range of delay studied which cannot be justified. Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the measured ΔV T and extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h components (using the aforementioned 9 R-D model suggests the breaking of interfacial Si-H bonds and the subsequent diffusion of released H as responsible for ΔN IT . A simple nondispersive solution of R-D model suggests n = 0.5 for H + drift/diffusion, n = 0.25 for H 0 diffusion, and n = 0.16 for H 2 diffusion. At long time and the range of T used, H 2 is the most likely diffusion species [32] - [34] . The nondispersive diffusion is also likely, as the bulk of the diffusion is expected to happen in the poly-Si for such ultrathin oxides [4] , [35] . method) for a device having relatively lower N% stressed at a particular E OX and T . Note that the measured ΔV T shows a long-time (t ≥ 10 s) exponent of n ∼ 0.12 (which is independent of stress E OX and T [10] that validates the robustness of the use of power law at long stress time), and a constant ΔV h component is subtracted (note that ΔV h is assumed to saturate at time less than 1 s) such that the resultant ΔV IT component shows long-time n = 0.16. Identical procedure is followed to isolate ΔV IT and ΔV h for a wide range of stress E OX and T , for all other devices (having different N% values and EOTs) used in this work. Fig. 4 shows the E OX dependence (at constant T ) of the measured ΔV T and extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h components. Note that the E OX dependent slope (Γ) is similar (∼0.46) for all three sets of data, implying that both ΔV IT and ΔV h (and, hence, overall ΔV T ) are similarly influenced by E OX . This is an intuitive result because both components of NBTI degradation are linked to hole tunneling through the barrier at the Si/SiON interface, 10 as discussed in [8] , [10] , [11] , and [19] . While Γ varies with Si/SiON N density [10] , it always remains identical for ΔV T and the extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h components, which is true for all the devices (having different N% values and 10 Tunneling of inversion layer holes to interfacial Si-H bonds and bulk (N related) traps are responsible for ΔN IT and ΔN h , respectively [7] , [8] , [10] . Inversion hole density and the tunneling barrier are affected by E OX , and hence, both ΔN IT and ΔN h show identical E OX dependence. The field acceleration of both ΔN IT and ΔN h can be modeled similarly using the method described in [11] and [19] . EOTs) used in this work and are not explicitly shown in this paper. Furthermore, since ΔV IT and ΔV h show identical field dependence, both would reduce by the same amount, as E OX is scaled from stress to operating condition. It can be shown that a finite ΔV h when added to ΔV IT (ΔV h and ΔV IT are scaled by the same ratio) would always result in lower (than 0.16) n of overall ΔV T irrespective of stress E OX . This explains the E OX independence of measured n, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , which is expected to hold true for lower E OX values close to operating condition.
Since ΔV IT depends strongly on T [5] , [7] - [9] while ΔV h does not [3] , [16] , exploring the T dependence of degradation provides an additional probe to explore the validity of the decomposition technique discussed earlier. Fig. 5 shows the T activation 11 for the measured ΔV T and extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h components for a PNO device at long (t ≥ 10 s) stress time under constant stress E OX . Note that E A (at fixed stress time) for ΔV T is found to be 0.078 eV. Once ΔV IT and ΔV h components are separated by the algorithm discussed earlier, ΔV IT shows E A = 0.094 eV (more on this later), while ΔV h shows E A = 0.04 eV (∼3/2 KT and negligible). In other words, (essentially) T -insensitive ΔV h contribution during initial stress phase (t < 1 s) lowers the E A for overall ΔV T at long stress time [7] . As mentioned before, the constant ΔV h contribution at long stress time when added to ΔV IT (n ∼ 0.16) reduces the n of overall ΔV T . Unlike E OX dependent slope Γ, which is identical for ΔV h and ΔV IT and, hence, ΔV T , the T dependent slope (E A ) for ΔV IT is much larger than ΔV h . Therefore, it is expected that ΔV h would dominate for very low stress T , and resultant n would become much lower than the one shown in Fig. 2(b) . On the other hand, ΔV IT would dominate for very high stress T , and it is expected that long-time n would show a value close to n ∼ 0.16. In other words, the observed T independence of n as shown in Fig. 2(b) may not hold if a significantly wider T range (than that used in this paper) is studied. Finally, note that similar separation based on a long-time exponent of n = 0.25 [3] , [6] , [16] shows E A ∼ 0.06−0.07 eV for ΔV h (not explicitly shown in this paper), which cannot be physically justified without assuming a strong phonon-assisted hole- 11 Measured time exponent n at long stress time is independent of T for all PNO devices [10] , and hence Arrhenius T activation is used. trapping process and also without assuming H 0 diffusion 12 that is unlikely at long stress time and at the range of T used in this paper [32] - [34] .
The robustness of the separation method described earlier needs to be verified by using it over a wide range of samples having different N% values and EOTs. Fig. 6(a) shows the measured n and E A for long-time (t > 10 s) stress ΔV T data on devices having different N% values (obtained by varying the starting base oxide thickness from 15 to 25 Å and the PNO N dose from 2.8 × 10
15 to 6.8 × 10 15 cm −2 ; see [10] for details). Note that n is independent of stress E OX and T for all devices used in this study, and E A was extracted from varying T but fixed E OX (∼8.5 MV/cm) stress. Both n and E A reduce in a similar fashion with an increase in N% (with very rapid reduction seen for N > 30%), which is due to an increase in N density at the Si/SiON interface [8] , [10] . When considered together with N% dependence of ΔV T transients in Fig. 1 (very large T independent degradation at short stress time for higher N%), it can be argued that the reduction in n and E A of overall ΔV T is due to relatively higher contribution of ΔV h (large short-time degradation and weak T activation) as N% is increased. While ΔV IT also increases 12 H 0 is released after the breaking of Si-H bonds. Dimerization can occur by one of the following reactions: 2H 0 = H 2 (in the oxide bulk [19] ), Si-H + H 0 = Si-+ H 2 (in the Si/SiON interface or, most likely, in the SiON/poly-Si interface [4] , [35] ). The short-time diffusion of H 0 is indeed possible (mostly in the thin SiON bulk), but at longer stress time, the diffusing species is very likely to be H 2 , and the bulk of the diffusion is likely to be in the poly-Si [4] , [35] . with an increase in N% [36] , the relative increase in ΔV h must be higher for the aforementioned effect to hold true. To verify this, Fig. 6(b) shows the measured ΔV T and extracted ΔV IT and ΔV h for identical stress time, E OX and T for devices having different N% values. Indeed, ΔV h increases at a much larger proportion than ΔV IT and significantly accounts for the increase in magnitude and reduction in n and E A of overall ΔV T as N% becomes higher. It is important to note that, as Γ is identical for ΔV IT , ΔV h , and overall ΔV T (see Fig. 4 ), the extracted ΔV h fraction is independent of stress E OX . However, as T activation is different for ΔV IT , ΔV h , and overall ΔV T (see Fig. 5 ), fractional ΔV h contribution is higher at lower T and vice versa, i.e., for a given device, ΔV h contribution is more dominating at lower stress T , while relative domination of ΔV IT is more at higher stress T . Fig. 7 shows the extracted ΔV h component at different stresses T for devices having different N% values (obtained by using different starting base oxide thicknesses and PNO N doses, as mentioned earlier). Although the magnitude of ΔV h depends on EOT and N%, 13 it always shows very weak (and identical) T activation for all devices, which is consistent with the fact that hole trapping is a weak T activated process. Identical E A 's for the extracted ΔV h component across such a wide range of SiON PNO processes point to the robustness of the extraction algorithm.
The T dependence of the extracted ΔV IT contribution for different SiON processes is considered next. The extracted ΔV IT data at long stress time at different T are parallel to each other on a log-log plot (identical time exponents n = 0.16) and hence can be scaled along X-axis (at constant ΔV IT ) and also along Y -axis (at constant stress time) to unique relations [7] , [9] , [18] . The X-and Y -axis scaling factors for ΔV IT data on devices having different EOTs and slightly different N% values (similar PNO doses but different starting base oxide thicknesses) as functions of stress T are shown in Fig. 8 . According to simple nondispersive solution of the R-D model, the T dependence of X-axis scale factor (at constant ΔV IT ) denotes the T activation of diffusion (E D ) of the released H species, 14 while Y -axis scale factor (at constant stress time) is the usual T activation (E A ) of ΔV IT . Note that the obtained E D value is consistent with molecular H 2 diffusion [33] , while the ratio of E A /E D (= n) is also consistent with the prediction of R-D model. It is important to note that the obtained E D from UF-OTF is identical to that obtained from charge pumping measurements [9] , the later being a direct estimator of ΔN IT 15 and therefore justifies the correctness of the separation procedure. To prove that the aforementioned observation is universal, Fig. 9 shows the obtained E D , E A , and the ratio n = E A /E D for the extracted ΔV IT component as a function of atomic N% (once again, obtained by varying the starting base oxide thickness from 15 to 25 Å and PNO N dose from 2.8 × 10
15 to 6.8 × 10 15 cm −2 ) for all PNO devices. The consistency of the value of E D (in the range of 0.5-0.6 eV) with H 2 diffusion [33] and the validity of the n = E A /E D relation for PNO 14 R-D model solution [19] :
with m = 0.67 and n = 0.16 for molecular H 2 diffusion; k F and k R are forward and reverse (Si-H bond breaking and annealing) reaction rates; N 0 is the total Si-H bond density; D 0 is the T independent diffusion prefactor; and E D is the activation of diffusion. Assuming similar T activation for k F and k R , time scaling at identical ΔV IT can be used to extract E D , while
15 E A for charge pumping is higher compared to OTF due to higher n as a result of measurement delay.
samples over a wide range of EOTs and N densities once again justify the robustness and validity of the decomposition scheme (the consistency of the obtained E A for the ΔV h component over a wide range of N% values has been shown earlier in Fig. 7) .
Finally, to ensure that the decomposition is unique, the analysis has been repeated with the assumption that ΔV IT component follows the power-law time dependence with n ∼ 0.25, as predicted by H 0 -only R-D model [3] , [28] , [29] . It has been found (not explicitly shown in this paper) that the E D values obtained (in the range of 0.3-0.4 eV) as N% is varied are not consistent with the expected value (in the range of 0.1-0.2 eV) for H 0 [34] . Furthermore, E D (for such extracted ΔV IT component from UF-OTF) is not consistent with that obtained from charge pumping as well. Once again, this clearly establishes that the decomposition based on n = 0.16, i.e., H 2 diffusion at longer stress time, is unique and physically justified. Therefore, even though n and E A of ΔV T measured using UF-OTF for PNO devices have often been found to be lower compared to that predicted by a simple R-D model solution, once the component due to ΔV h is accounted for, the n and E A of the extracted ΔV IT component at long stress time are broadly consistent with those predicted by H 2 -based R-D model [19] , [29] , while n also remains consistent with very long time measurements [11] , [12] , [15] , where the contribution due to ΔV h would be negligible.
III. CONCLUSION
To summarize, a simple phenomenological scheme to isolate hole-trapping (ΔV h ) and interface trap generation (ΔV IT ) components from measured ΔV T during NBTI is proposed. The robustness of the methodology is validated in PNO samples having a wide range of N% values, obtained by using different base oxide thicknesses and PNO N doses. A fast but quickly saturated ΔV h component with negligible T activation gets added to ΔV IT having power-law time dependence and strong T activation as N% is increased, which lowers the long-time n and E A of overall ΔV T measured using UF-OTF technique. However, once the fast ΔV h component is subtracted from overall measured degradation, the resulting component (ΔV IT ), which is characterized in this paper by n, E D , E A , and ratio of E A to E D are fully consistent with those predicted by classical nondispersive H 2 -based R-D model solution, with n being consistent with very long time measurements published in the literature. Moreover, since ΔV h contribution saturates relatively quickly, the long term degradation (which ultimately leads to failure) should be dominated by ΔV IT degradation, whose dynamics is captured within the existing theoretical framework of interface trap generation.
